
 

 

 

 

ENGW 3337.01: ADVANCED EDITING 

Note: The course title features the word “advanced,” an adjective that I take quite seriously.  

 

Dr. Amy Clements, M.F.A., Ph.D. 

Spring 2015 

 

 “Given that there is no consensus about how to spell copyediting,  

it is not surprising that the meaning of the term is somewhat unsettled.” 

—Amy Einsohn, The Copyeditor’s Handbook, p. 11 

 

Undergraduate Bulletin Course Description 

A course for writers with advanced grammatical skills. Students should enter the course with few 

if any difficulties identifying grammatical errors, poorly constructed sentences, spelling errors 

and typos, etc. The course is designed to provide extensive practice with techniques of editing 

for purpose, audience, form, arrangement, and the conventions of standard English.  

Prerequisites: ENGW 1302, ENGW 2320 and ENGW 2326. 

 

Office hours: 

Mondays from 2:00 to 3:30 

Thursdays from 5:00 to 6:30 

I am also readily available by appointment (including evening phone appointments),  

and I respond to email queries within 24 hours Monday through Friday.  

Feel free to communicate with me on the Facebook page I created for students. 

 

Office location:  Premont 211 

 

Campus phone: 512.485.4622 

E-mail: amyrc@stedwards.edu 

 

Grading scale used in this course: 

A = 90 and above, earned by producing SUPERIOR work that  

EXCEEDS the minimum requirements 

B = 80 and above, earned by producing solid work that meets the minimum requirements 

C = 70 and above, ascribed to adequate work with moderate deficiencies 

D = 60 and above, for work that demonstrates significant deficiencies 

F = 59 and below, for work that shows severe disregard for the requirements of the assignment 

 

Required Reading 

The Copyeditor’s Handbook, Third Edition, by Amy Einsohn 

Grammar Girl’s Quick and Dirty Tips for Better Writing by Mignon Fogarty 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Tabulation of Final Grade 
Tests: 50% 

Editing Portfolio of Real-World Texts (score on the drafts will be averaged with the score on the 

final essays): 50% 

 

In-class exercises will be collected and used to award attendance credit (or, if the exercise was 

not completed, to rescind attendance credit).  

 

The position statements listed on the syllabus are also used to earn attendance credit. I’ll give 

more detailed instructions in class, but you should know that these “panel discussions” are 

actually dialogues between the presenter and me, with a lot of input from the other students. 

 

You should save all graded papers until you have confirmed your final course grade online. In 

the highly unlikely event of a grade dispute, those graded papers are the only “receipts” you 

have. It is your responsibility to save them in an organized manner and to track your progress 

throughout the semester. I will post grades in Blackboard in a timely manner. 

 

Learning Outcomes 

This course is designed to help students master the following concepts and skills: 

1. Distinguishing between macro editing, line editing, copyediting, and proofreading 

2. Editing copy for format; clarity; grammar, spelling, punctuation (GSP); and usage 

3. Distinguishing GSP and documentation conventions of Chicago, MLA, APA, and AP 

styles 

4. Communicating edits on hard copy and in Track Changes  

5. Communicating queries with diplomacy 

6. Appreciating the rhetorical value of conventional editorial practices 

7. Scoring well on prospective employers’ copyediting tests, which are often the gateway to 

jobs in a variety of communication fields, from technical editing to book publishing 

 

 

Course Calendar 

 

CH = Copyeditor’s Handbook  

GG = Grammar Girl’s Quick and Dirty Tips for Better Writing 

 

Tuesday, January 13 

Welcome to class! We’ll familiarize ourselves with each other and with the course goals, and 

we’ll review the fundamentals of rhetoric as well as the various levels of professional editing.  

 

Thursday, January 15 

Bring CH to class for a levels-of-editing exercise and in-class tour of CH chapter 2. Also, a 

word about dictionaries. Discussion: The proofreader’s dilemma. 

 

 

Tuesday, January 20: Unit One, Welcome to Your New Proofreading Job 



 

 

Discussion: CH chapter four, punctuation. Read it before coming to class.  

 

Thursday, January 22 

Student panel discussion: GG chapter 4 (punctuation) 

 

Tuesday, January 27  

Discussion and in-class exercise: CH chapter five, spelling and hyphenation. Bring CH to class 

today. 

 

Thursday, January 29 

Test #1 over CH and GG ch. 4. 

 

Tuesday, February 3 

Student panel discussion re: GG chapter five, capitalization. 

Due: Portfolio piece #1: text from the financial services industry. Use handwritten mark-up 

for this one. 

 

Thursday, February 5.  

Congratulations! You’ve Been Promoted to Copyeditor. 

Discussion: typecoding (a.k.a. communicating with the designer, i.e. Everyone’s a Compositor 

These Days). Introduction to Microsoft Word’s Track Changes and its pitfalls. 

 

Tuesday, February 10 

Discussion and test #2: CH chapter six, capitalization. Come to class having read the chapter. 

 

Thursday, February 12 

Student panel discussion, GG, Dirty Words (it’s a very long chapter, but it’s a quick read 

because the tone is highly conversational). 

 

Tuesday, February 17 

Discussion and open-book test #3 covering variant styles for numeric formatting, drawing on 

CH chapter seven, numbers and numerals. Come to class having read the chapter. 

 

Thursday, February 19 

Guest speaker 

 

Tuesday, February 24 

Due: Portfolio Piece #2, citation exercise, uploaded to Blackboard by 3:30 today. 

 

Class will not meet today in order to compensate you for the time it will take you to 

complete the Harry Ransom Center project (individual field trip). 

 

Thursday, February 26 

Before coming to class, read CH chapter nine (abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols): 

discussion and test #4 today. 
 



 

 

 

 

Tuesday, March 3 

Due, uploaded to Blackboard by 3:30 today: Harry Ransom Center Research Summary 

(this will be filed as a portfolio grade). Discussion: CH chapters 11 and 12 (front/back matter 

and more on citations). Also, discussion: editing the work of a critic; this sets up your next 

portfolio piece.  

 

Thursday, March 5 

Discussion: CH chapter eight (quotations). Read it before coming to class. We will conclude 

with test #5.  
 

Tuesday, March 10 

Discussion: Principles of line editing, followed by in-class line-editing assignment. 

 

Thursday, March 12. Congratulations! You’ve Been Promoted to Associate Editor.  

In-class showcase: I Wish I’d Written That. 

 

SPRING BREAK! YAY! 

 

Tuesday, March 24 

Before coming to class, read CH chapter ten (figures, graphs, and art) to prepare for an in-class 

exercise. Due: Portfolio Piece #3, film review, using Track Changes and uploaded to 

Blackboard by 3:30 today.  
 

Thursday, March 26 

Student panel discussions: GG chapter 6, pronouns. 

 

Tuesday, March 31 

Career Day: A current snapshot of the search for employment in editorial fields. If you’re a 

graduating senior, your job search should begin this week (not after graduation) so that you get 

ahead of the crowd.  

 

April 2: NO CLASS. MAUNDY THURSDAY HOLIDAY. 

 

Tuesday, April 7: Student panel discussions: GG chapter 2, grammar 

 

Thursday, April 9: Student panel discussions: GG chapter 3, starting a sentence. 

Portfolio Piece #4: documentation for a high-tech product. Use Track Changes for this one, 

and upload your document to Blackboard by 3:30. 

 

Tuesday, April 14: Student panel discussion, GG chapter 7, Internet issues. 

 

Thursday, April 16  

Student panel discussions: GG chapter 8, style. 

Final test (#6), drawn comprehensively from GG but open book. 



 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday, April 21: Congratulations! You’ve Been Promoted to Acquisitions Editor. 

Discussion: Editing fiction and the Lish-Carver controversy. 

 

Thursday, April 23 

In-class macro-editing exercises drawn from CH chapter fifteen (beyond grammar). 

 

Tuesday, April 28 

In-class exercise, from the author’s perspective. Congratulations! Your narrative nonfiction essay 

is being considered for publication by Texas Monthly; you just have to be willing to revise the 

tone and voice and style for rhetorical compatibility with TM’s audience. 

 

Thursday, April 30 

Our last class day: you made it to the finish line! Portfolio discussion and course evaluations. 

Due: Portfolio Piece #5, academic article revised for a mainstream audience. This is due on 

hard copy in class. Turn in the clean, revised “after” version. 

 

 

 

 


